
 
 

 
 

IV MotorLand X-RACE 
 

Rules and Regulations 
 

1. GENERAL 
IVMotorLand X-Race enduro race is written out according to the following guidelines:  
MotorLand Aragon C.D will organize on 21st and 22nd March 2015 the fourth MotorLand X-Race authorized 
by Federación Aragonesa de Motociclismo (FARAM). This meeting will count towards the Super Enduro 
Challenge 2015 three-way championship.www.superendurochallenge.com 
It will also count towards the Campeonato de Aragón de Enduro for those riders with a license from 
Aragón. 
The race will run across the township area of Alcañiz, Spain and the participants will have their working 
area at the Autocross circuit paddock. 

 
2. ORGANISERS/ CONTACT 

The organizer is: 
MotorLand Aragón C.D 
Ctra. TE-V- 7033 km.1 
44600 Alcañiz (Teruel)- SPAIN 
Telephone:  +34 978835548 
FAX:   +34 978835549 
Contact person: Susana Ariño. 
Email: Info@motorlandaragon.com 
Inscripciones@motorlandaragon.com 
 

3. ENTRIES  
The participants must register using the online entry form that may be found at: 
www.motorlandaragon.com before Wednesday the 18th March 2015 at 20.00 p.m. 

 
3.1 FEES 
Élite, Senior, Junior, Amigos, ECO andFéminas:  95€(including dorsaland one sandwich coupon for 
Sunday).  
Classic and Infantil:      45€ (including dorsal) 
Afición:       50€ (including day insurance and dorsal). 
Those fees will apply until March the 18TH, thereafter it will be increased in 10€ for the AFICION class. 
 
The starting number will be given as per registration order, but for the ELITE class which each riders’ 
records will apply. 
Should there be a competitor that cannot attend to the meeting, it is compulsory to do a formal writing by 
fax or e-mail before Friday the 20th up to 15:00 p.m, as to have the fee paid back. 
Any requirement to enter to the paddock should be specified whilst doing the online entry. 
Each participant will be given 2 mechanic passes, 1 identifying bracelet and car pass. 
Teenagers under sixteen are not allowed to be at the mechanic and signaling areas provided they are not 
participants in the race. 
The organizers will close the entries down if the number of riders exceeds the limit of bikes that the route 
may afford. 

http://www.superendurochallenge.com/
mailto:Info@motorlandaragon.com
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3.2 CLASSES 
The following classes apply: 
AFICION: Those riders just doing the sighting stage on Saturday. The participants the class 
aforementioned do not need any license. The day insurance is covered with the entry fee. 
 
INFANTIL: Children and young people between 6 and 15 years old, holding the right license or day 
credential. They will compete on Saturday at the X-Race Infantil with MX or enduro bikes. The race 
starting order will be by decreasing age and engine capacityorder. 
There will be given trophies for the three first classified riders. 
 
CLASICAS: Licensed participants taking part on X-Race POPULAR with anvintage bike (25 year old bike or 
more) whose technical amendments had not changed considerably its original features. 
 
ELITE: This class is reserved for a maximum of 100 riders (the organizer will cast the filter criteria in the 
event of exceeding the limit).  Those riders must take part at the X Race Xtreme on Saturday afternoon, 
which will define the starting order on Sunday X-Race Absoluta, occupying the first places of the grid. 
Their classification will be made apart from the SENIOR Class. 
Those participants must hold either a licence or a day credential and they must be above 15 years old. 
 
JUNIOR: Riders holding the valid year JUNIOR homologated license and/or with an age of 16 the less, up 
to 23 years old. They will compete at X-Race ABSOLUTA. 
 
SENIOR: Riders holding the valid year SENIOR homologated license and/or more than 23 years old. They 
will compete at X-Race ABSOLUTA. 
 
AMIGOS: Riders with valid year license whatever the grade it has or with any one-day license. They will 
compete at X-Race POPULAR. 
 
FEMINAS: Female riders with a valid year license. They will compete at X-Race POPULAR. 
 
ECO: Riders with electric bikes taking part at X-Race POPULAR.  
 
 

4. PARTICIPANTS 
The meeting is open to all participants holding the correspondent license whether “nacionalhomologada”  
or “Aragonesa” either juvenil, cadete, junior, senior, veteranos or one event (FARAM) license and the ones 
of the following regions: Asturias, Cantabria, Castilla-León, Navarra y País Vasco and any other should 
them sign the agreement with FARAM. 
Both social licenses from FCM and FARAM are exceptionally allowed. 

 Those riders holding a license issued in Aragón will count towards the Campeonato de Aragón de Enduro. 
 

4.1 X-RACE X-TREM PARTICIPANTS: 
They will be allowed to take part at the Xtrem race riders of the classes ELITE, SENIOR, JUNIOR, and 
FEMINAS that let us know in the entry form, but for the ELITE class that it is compulsory. The limit of 
participants will be up to 40. In the event of exceeding the limit, it will be sorted by the riders’ records. 
Should it not be completed the number of participant it might be filled with AMIGOS class riders by entry 
order. 
The participants taking part at X-trem may check 2 bikes. 
 
 



 
 

 
 

4.2 BIKES ALLOWED 
The motorcycles must be in a technical irreproachable condition. Those bikes allowed can beenduro, 
motocross, trail or trial models whose engine may be working by combustion, electric or hybrid and must 
be fitted to the FIM, RFME, FARAM, SECH regulations on safety terms and to the particular X-Race 
technical regulations in such: 
- The bikes must not exceed noise emission of 116 dB as per the “Campeonato de Aragón de Enduro”. 
- Headlamps and taillights are not compulsory but recommended since the races are taking wholly with 

the daylight.  
- Tyres are recommended to be ecologic as per FIM Environmental code. 

 
5 EVENT SCHEDULE 

 
Friday, 20th March 2015 
16:00 to 19:00  Administrative checks and signing on. 
 
Saturday, 21st March 2015 
08:00 to 14:00  Administrative checks and signing on.  
12:00 to 19:00  Technical Checks and Parc-Fermé entrance. 
 
10:00 to 12:00  Optional sighting stage 
10:00 to 12:00  X Race Aficionados 
14:00 to 14:30  X Race Infantil Practice 
15:00 to 16:00  X Race Infantil 
16:00 to 17:00  X Race Xtreme 
    Podium ceremony and trophies giving. 
Sunday, 22nd March 2015 
09:00   X Race Absoluta Start (Élite + Senior + Junior) 
13:00   X Race PopularStart (Amigos + Clásicas + Féminas+ECO) 

    PodiumceremonySundayraces. 
 
6 ROUTE 

The route will be a Cross Country type with a distance of 37 km combining MX, paths, urban obstacles 
andenduro trails stages. 

 The number of laps for the Saturday races will be as follows: 
-Xtreme: 6 laps (23 Km) 
- Infantil: 3 laps (10 km) 

 The number of laps of each class on Sunday races will be as follows:  
- Élite: 3laps (105 Km) 
- Sénior: 3 laps (105 Km) 
- Júnior: 3laps (105Km) 
- Amigos: 2laps (70Km) 
- Féminas: 2laps (70 Km) 
- Clásicas: 2laps (70 Km) 

 
7 AMINISTRATIVE & TECHNICAL CHECKS 
 

7.1 AMINISTRATIVE CHECKS 
They will be carried out in the ground floor of the Autocross building. 
All competitors must sign on and pick up their number board, documentation and passes before the race. 
To sign on each rider must present: I.D, license, and payment receipt. 
A transpondeur will be given to the X-Treme participants. The rider is the only responsible to have it well 



 
 

 
 

allocated at the upper part of the front shock placed upright. 
In the event of losing the transpondeur the riders will be fined with 400€ so as to cover the cost of the  
device. 
 
7.2 TECHNICAL SCRUTINEERING 
The technical staff will carefully check the following aspects: 
- Numberboards. 
- Noiseemissions 
- Stop button 
- Brake/ clutchlevers 
- Minimum safety aspects listed by RFME 
- Transpondeur allocation 
- Advertising  
- Safety equipment and homologated Helmet 
 
In case of not being explained in this regulations the Technical staff will refer to the RFME Technical 
regulations as well as what is deemed in the aforementioned article 4.2. 
X-treme race riders may check two bikes. It may be done both at the same time in the first scrutineering 
or one in the first and the other in the second. The rider is the only responsible to change the number 
board between the two bikes. 
Any bike not adhering to this will be granted 30 min to correct any deficiency. When the time is elapsed, if 
the bike is still not fitted to the competition the rider will be disqualified. 
Bikes may be checked at any time by organizers in order to control safety minimums or part changes. 
After the technical scrutineering all bikes will be lead to parc-fermé until the race start. 
 

8 RIDERS’ EQUIPMENT 
Helmets are compulsory and must be worn at all times riding the bike, they must also be secured propely. The 
helmet must be homologated by RFME. 
The pants and gloves must be made by synthetic material resistant to abrasions and the boots must have the 
proper protections for enduro and without any clove. It is recommendable y to wear either shoulder, chest, 
back, elbows and knees protections and long sleeve t-shirt. 

 
9 TENTS, ADJUSTMENTS AND REFUEL AREA. 

The organization has provided an area to place the teams in order to make adjustments and refuel. This area 
has not pit garages so it is compulsory to each team to fix one 3x3m tent. 
It is necessary that each team provides themselves of the material need to work as compressed air and 
electric power.  
All the space needed and should be communicated in the entry form. 
 
 

10 FUEL AND LUBRICANT  
The fuel will be commercial type. The additives that may be used in the mixtures may not change the octane 
range of the petrol 
The jury is authorized to command at any time fuel checks and checks in any product used in the bike or spare 
deposits. 
The fuel should be stored by homologated means. It is limited up to 50l per team within the working area. 
It is each team responsibility to bring the enough amount of the products named before. 

 
11 REFUEL AND FUEL HANDLING 

Refuel must be carried out in the working area at the front part of each team tent. It will be done with the 
engine switched off and the rider off the bike. Refueling will be done directly from the can to the bike. 



 
 

 
 

The usage of an environmental mat or any other effective rag is required whilst refueling. Each participant will 
provide their mat.  
The maximum storage of fuel at the working area is 50L per participant. 
It is not possible to use towers with reservoir because of the lack of space, though portable refueling systems 
such as jerry cans or similar. 
It is forbidden to refuel by changing deposit. If it is required to change the deposit it must be completely 
empty. 
The number of refueling operations is free. The operation must be done in front of the allocated tent at the 
working area. Any refueling operation outside the area will be penalized. 
It is completely forbidden to smoke whilst doing the refueling operation and in all the working area during the 
event. 
It is forbidden to make any other adjustment while refueling but for cleaning operations. 
It is recommendable to clean the number boards so as to be readable to the marshals. 
 

12 WORKING AREA, ADJUSTMENTS AREA AND REFUELING/TENTS 
The access to the working area will be through the deceleration lane. 
 
The working area is composed by 3 lanes: 
1. Fast lane (circulation). It is the area where the participants ride through to get their working area. 

The working tents will be located at one side of the fast lane, so it is forbidden to do any adjustment at 
the lane.  If any riders pass over his area, he should switch off the bike and push it to his area.  
The rejoin to the fast lane with be done carefully giving way to the riders onto it. 

2. Working area. It is the space in between the fast lane and each rider tent, where all the adjustments, 
riders change and refueling must be done. This area will be cleared of pieces, materials and tools. 

3. Tents area. It is the area located to carry out adjustments, except of the welding works as per art. 16. 
All the racing parts, materials and tools will be located at their own tents. They should be accessible and 
with an homologated extinguisher. It is each team responsibility to bring the device. The presence at the 
working area of non-authorized people may be penalized.  
 

The working area will be left by the fast lane, which is the only mean to get the track. This area is always 
watched by pit marshals so as to enforce the regulations. 
The access to track will be indicated and there will be one marshal to ensure a safe rejoin. 
Any rider encountering problems or incidents will be communicated to the Race Direction. 
Any rider encountering anomalies in their equipment or health problems will not be authorized to access to 
track. 
Within the working area there are not allowed to park vehicles but for the organization ones. 

 
13 ADJUSTMENTS 

Any adjustment should be carried out within each team tent but for the ones that may bring about any risk 
such as welding that will have a place located for by the organization.  
No tools, devices nor electric supply will be provided by the organizers. 
All kind of adjustments are allowed but changing the frame, sump or gear box. If the exhaust needs to be 
repaired or changed then after the sound level will be checked again. 
The adjustments may be done just by one mechanic and the rider and within the designated area. 
 
Special Cases: 
Throughout the route, the bike may be repaired provided it is the rider using that bike with the tools and parts 
that is carrying himself/ herself. 
If any rider breaks the bike down along the route, they may return to the working area without finishing the 
lap, by their own means and supervised by the marshals. This lap will not count. 
Riding in an opposite race direction is not allowed in any case. Disqualification of the race will apply if so. 



 
 

 
 

 
.  14  RIDERS’ BEHAVIOUR 
  

14.1 BEHAVIOUR AT THE TRACK/ ROUTES 
- The bikes may not ride out of the signed routes except for force majeure reasons, joining the 

route again through the place that the track was left if so. 
- It is strictly forbidden to ride in the race opposite direction. 
- During the meeting bikes may be pushed either by its own engine or the rider force, therefore it is 

forbidden to be helped by any other person but for the marshals. 
- Riders must ride in a responsible manner which does not cause danger to other competitors. 
- Riders must obey flags and signals or indications from the marshals or organization. 
- In case of incident or breakdown the rider must pull the bike off the racing track where no danger 

may be cause to others. 
- If a rider decides to head for the working area it must be communicated to the marshals in order 

to get instructions. Any kind of outside help may be used until the working area is reached. 
Penalties may apply in case of infringement. 

- Nobody can come near a bike but for the rider-owner, Clerk of the course or Deputy, Sporting 
Stewards or the Technical Staff, or any other marshal involved in the event. 

- The abandon of a bike along the track is forbidden unless the rider had been taken to medical 
assistance. 

- The Clerk of the course may stop a bike whose rider had committed an infringement or whose 
condition may be a danger to the rider or to others. A black flag and a boar with the number of 
the participant will be shown at the finish line to stop the rider. The rider will be acknowledged 
the reason. 

- The Clerk of course or any other control post may indicate a rider to pull off the track immediately 
if the bike riding seems to have technical problems and may cause problems to the rider or to 
others. 
 

14.2 BEHAVIOUR AT THE WORKING AREA 
- The speeding limit when passing by is 30 km/h. 
- During the competition the people at the tents and working area must be duly accredited. Under 

sixteeners are not allowed to be at that area unless they are taking part at the race. 
- On the signaling corridor only the designated people by the organization may stay such as 

timekeepers, marshals, etc. Any object likely to hinder either the others team visibility and the 
movement of the allowed people through. Neither any cable may be laid down this corridor. 

- It is strictly forbidden either to smoke, to set fire or to deposit gas containers. 
- The working area should be cleared from tools, materials or any other objects if no assistance is 

being carried out. 
- Only the following assistances may be done at the working area: refueling, oil filling, external 

maintenance and setting (drive belt, cables, brakes and tyres). The rest interventions are 
considered as an adjustment so that they must be carried out within each team tent. 

- The working area may be lighted up with a portable system alimented by an up to 24VW 
accumulator or piles. 

- If a bike cannot be restarted by its own engine, it may be pushed to the track by one person. It is 
forbidden to use any autonomous starter. 

- Should a rider have a problem at the fast lane, he may return carefully to their team tent with the 
engine switched off along the working area and supervised by a marshal. 

- The track rejoin from the working area must be done carefully since there may be bikes running 
by. 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
14. 3 BEHAVIOUR WITHIN THE TEAMS TENTS 

- When a stop must be done at the tent or working area, the rider must always switch off the 
engine and switched on when finished. 

- Each team is responsible of the number boards cleaning. They must be legible at any time. 
- Each team tent will have one assigned marshal. Any infringement will be reported by the marshal. 
- In the event of abandon, the rider or any mechanic should let the marshal know about the 

intention. 
- During the stops at the working area just two people can intervene (including the rider). 

Intervention includes any contact with the bike. 
- Any change of oil or engine cleaning must not be done above the soil directly. The area has to 

remain clean afterwards. 
- It is forbidden either to smoke, to set fire or to use any device that may spark. 
- The adjustments that need of any kind of welding will be done at the paddock where an area is 

designated for. The welding machinery and material needs to be brought by the competitors. The 
procedure will be checked by a marshal. 

- If any team has a spare bike used only for parts it will be located at the paddock. 
 

15 COMPETITON RUNNING 
 

15.1 BRIEFING 
All the riders must attend the briefing. Should any rider fail to the attendance with no excuse it 
will be penalized. 

 
15.2 START 
The race will start at motocross circuit. The starting grid will be as follows: 
The XRaceXtreme will define the order for the ELITE riders who will be located at the beginning 
of the starting grid in a triangular form. For the rest of categories the entry order will apply.  
The race will start by means of national flag by the Clerk of the course who will move the flag 
downwards. Until that moment, the engine of the bikes must be switched off. 
 
If a rider from the ABSOLUTA race encounters himself crossing the starting area whilst the 
POPULAR start of the race is being carried out, the organizers will stop that rider until the 
starting procedure is finished. 
It is allowed to use stands to rest to tear the engine down. 
Only the bikes that passed the scrutineerings properly would start. 
Once in the track, any adjustment or refueling is absolutely forbidden. 
In case a bike stalls on the grid and needs of any repair or adjustment, its rider will have to wait 
until the starting procedure is finished and then head for the working area under the marshals 
supervision. 
Those adjustments, repairs or refueling must be done at each team tent. 
It is allowed to warm up the engine up to 10 minutes before the start of the race. At that stage 
all mechanics and team staff have to leave the starting area but for the riders. 
To tear down bikes engine only the start button or a kick starter may be used. 
Once the minute after the start has elapsed the riders may start the bike by any other mean. 
If any rider stalls within one minute after the start of the race, the Clerk of the course will allow 
the marshals to help the rider pushing the bike. If despite the help, the rider cannot start the 
bike he will have to head for his tent. Once repaired, it may start from the working area through 
the fast lane.  
 
Any rider that anticipates the start will be penalized.  



 
 

 
 

 
15.3 FINISH 
The race will be finished as soon as the first rider takes chequered flag at finish line. The 
following riders must stop once they cross the finish line after chequered flag regardless the 
number of laps they have made. 
All the riders not having taken chequered flag at 15:00h will be automatically non-qualified. 
After the finish of the race, the 3 first riders must remain at the Parc-fermé to listen to the 
media. The non-deposit of the bike at the Parc-fermé may disqualify the rider as well as any 
intervention on the bike. 
It is compulsory to attend to the Podium ceremony (15.30h). The Elite riders must lead the bike 
up to there. 

 
16 NEUTRALISATION OF THE RACE 

Should any incident that may endanger the safety of the participants arise or should any other matter 
hinder the normal running of the competition the Clerk of the course may neutralize the race. 
 

17 FINAL CHECKS 
When the race is finished and all the bikes are located at the Parc-fermé, the technical scrutineers may 
check the bikes ex officio or upon request by a protest. 
 

18 ADVERSTISING 
If there is any official advertising to be located on the bike it will be announced by the Organization before 
the entries closing date. 
Any other advertising or promotion action must be done upon request. 

 
19 PENALTIES RESUME 

 

MOTIVE SANCTION 

Failure to Administrative/Technical Checks Not starting the race 

Non accordance to the Safety and Technical rules. Disqualification 

Fraud in the entry data. Disqualification 

To change the number board during the 
competition. 

Disqualification 

Irregularity in the bike during the competition. Upon the Jury criteria 

Inappropiate or unsafe clothing equipment. Not starting the race 

Running the race or working area in an opposite 
direction. 

30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

To change bike/rider during the competition. Disqualification 

Not using the indicated/signed route. Disqualification 

Not riding in a responsible manner. 30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 



 
 

 
 

To cause danger to other participants. 30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

Not obey boards/signals from marshals or 
organizers. 

30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

Non-authorised help. 30 sec.to 5 min (upon jury criteria) 

Refueling in a non-authorized manner and/ or 
place. 

30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

Adjustments in a non-authorized manner and/ or 
place. 

30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

To ignore one/more check points. Disqualification 

Overtake within a check point. 30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

Not carrying the number boards during the 
competition. 

Not taking that la pinto account. 

Not carrying the official advertisement. 30 sec.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

Not introducing the bike to parc-fermé. 5 min.to disqualification (upon jury 
criteria) 

 
All the penalties resumed above may be modified by the jury according to the route length. 

 
 

20 FLAGS SIGNALS 
 
SPANISHFLAG   Race starts 
RED FLAG   Race stops. 
BLACK FLAG Immediate stop at the tents/working area of the rider whose number is 

shown with. 
BLACK/ORANGE DISK FLAG Immediate stop at the tents/working area of the rider whose number is 

shown with, to solve the technical problem. 
YELLOW FLAG  There is a danger ahead beside the track. Overtaking is strictly forbidden   

(up to green flag) 
GREEN FLAG   Track is clear.  

 
 Any rider not obeying flags may be penalized. 
 

21 PROTESTS 
Protests should be lodged as per the RFME sporting regulations. Each matter of protest or circumstance 
needs one only protest.  
Any appeal against a decision from the Jury may be lodged but for the ones looked upon RFME sporting 
regulations. 
For any requirement regarding the race results the participants should approach the Clerk of the course 
within the 30 min. after the results were post out. 

 



 
 

 
 

 
22 PRIZES AND TROPHIES 

 
22.1 TROPHIES 
There will be given trophies the three first classified riders from each class and for the three first riders 
from each race X-Race Absoluta, X-Race Popular and X-Race Xtreme. 
 
22.2 PRIZES 
Prizes will be given for the five first classified as follows: 
1º 600€ 
2º 400€ 
3º 300€ 
4º 200€ 
5º 100€ 
 
22.3 X-RACE ABSOLUTA & X-RACE POPULAR GIFTS 
22.3.1 Michelin 
The tyres Brand Michelin is giving out the following gifts to the 3 first classified riders of the categories 
composing the X-Race Popular, Amigos, Féminas, Clásicas y to the 3 scratch classified from the X-Race 
Absoluta as follows: 
1st Classified: 1 full set of Michelin tyres. 
2nd Classified: 1 rear Michelin tyre. 
3rdClassfied: 1 fron Michelin tyre. 
 
22.3.2 JAMON DE TERUEL 
One denomination of origin Jamón will be given out to the winner of each Sunday race. 
 

23 ACKNOWLEGE OF THE REGULATIONS 
All the riders must know all the articles and regulations above mentioned being bound to accomplish their 
instructions and prohibitions. 

 
24 REGULATIONS INTERPRETATION 

The interpretation of the rules and regulations behooves to the Jury at first and to FARM at second. 
 

25 OFFICIALS 
Clerk of the course:   Jesús Baquero Sancho   521580-TE 
Deputy Clerk of the course: José Luis Omella Griñón  521575-TE 

  
JuryPresident:   José Antonio Vicente Loaiza 521587-TE 
JuryMember:   Susana Ariño Lahoz  521576-TE 
JuryMember:   Agustín Villanueva Ginés 521617-TE 

 
 Chief technical steward:  César Navarro Sánchez  521588-TE 

Chieftimekepeer:  Gustavo Egea Losada  521583-TE 
Secretary of the meeting: RosiAliste Lahoz 

           APROBADO 
 

 
Alcañiz, 16th March 2015 
 


